Abstract. -The principle of associative memory is extended to a system with dynamical links capable of retrieval of superimposed connection patterns. The system consists of formalized neurons. Its dynamics is described by two separate Hamiltonians, one for spins and one for links. The spin part is treated in analogy to the Ising system on a 2D grid. Several such network patterns, related by permutations of neurons, are superimposed. Energy minima correspond to the activation of one connection pattern and the deactivation of all others. One important application of this system is invariant pattern recognition.
The idea of associative memory has been developed by many neural network modelers over the last two decades [l-8] . More recently, an important step was taken by HOPFIELD [9] . His formulation pointed out in a most pertinent way the analogy between the dynamics of neural networks (based on the classical McCulloch and Pitts neuron [lo] ) and the behaviour of physical systems such as spin glasses, and it thus made certain problems of brain theory amenable to a treatment in the style of statistical physics [ll-141 . Associative memory, if viewed as a problem in thermodynamics, is now essentially solved [U] . It turns out, however, that certain fundamental issues in brain theory cannot be addressed in this scheme without some significant modifications [15, 16] . Indeed, associative memory in its ordinary form can only generalize over Hamming distance (see below). This constitutes a major stumbling block to practical applications. In many cases, generalizing over a transformation group, e.g., translations acting on an input image, is a highly desirable feature.
Associative memory. We start with a brief recall of the basic scheme of associative memory. Let B be a set of N elementary entities (<<neurons. or <<atoms>>). Elements of B will be designated by letters i , j , ... Let H(Q) attains local minima for the stored states Q = p. In an asynchronous updating algorithm H decreases monotonously, the states constitute stable limit points and they are reached from all starting configurations within a wide basin of attraction.
Associative memory has the nice property of <<graceful degradation,, or fault tolerance: in a physical realization it would be relatively insensitive to failure of an appreciable percentage of components. The all-important property of associative memory, however, is that of pattern completion: if the system is put into an initial state 5 which is a partial description of one of the memory states $, i.e. if the Hamming distance between Q and 5" is low, the system dynamically reconstructs Ea. It thus generalizes over Hamming distance.
The formulation given so far dates to HOP FIELD [^] . It constitutes an important methodological breakthrough. Earlier formulations (see above) already showed pattern completion and graceful degradation. However, Hopfield's formulation made it possible to analyse in a coherent way the nonlinear case with feedback (thus allowing for more than one iteration).
The description of associative memory just given is quite abstract. It should be stressed that for any practical application its states need to be interpreted. Interpretation is based on a set F of feature types and a mapping 27 B-+ F which assigns a feature type F(i) E F to each cell i in B. For instance, with feature types of the kind .letter Z in position p , memory states F can be interpreted as memorized words or phrases [17, 18] . Or, if cells encode specific grey levels for pixels at specific positions within an image frame [3], states can be interpreted as images.
The range of application of associative memory would grow7 enormously if it could be modified such as to allow for generalization over various transformations of the input-not just over Hamming distance. In particular, when speaking of encoded images, it would be most important for a system to be able to recognize an object shifted within the image plane.
To allow for such a generalization, it would seem preferable to construe the input as a relation structure, i.e. a connection graph, rather than as a mere activity configuration.
Associative memory has th6 <<spins. or activities {q} as its variables. Our approach adds to the McCulloch and Pitts framework [lo] , which is the basis of associative memory, a new set { Jij} of dynamic variables-to be distinguished from the parameters {Tij}. The { Jtj}, which evolve on a fast time scale (see below), interact with the second-order correlations weights are, of course, modified during storage.) It is the essence of our approach that we introduce, in addition, for each synapse (i,j) the variable Jij which changes on the psychological time scale of large fractions of a second. The {Jij} are subject to the constraints
which ensure that only existing synapses can be activated. For simplicity we restrict both permanent and modifiable bonds to the values 0 and 1. The spins 5 and the links J constitute our thermodynamical phase space. We will regard the spins as rapidly varying auxiliary variables and write two partially decoupled Hamiltonians for two temporal scales, a rapid one for the mubsystem, and a slow one for the J-subsystem (where <daw* refers to the psychological time scale of large fractions of a second):
In (5) the Jij are regarded as adiabatic variables, i.e. as essentially fixed. The thermodynamics of the J-variables with Hamiltonian (6) is regarded as slow enough so that before each move of J the temporal averages ( 5 i~j j )~ can be determined anew. The second term in the J-Hamiltonian ensures that in low-energy states each cell i has about p active links, a constraint which is weighted by the parameter y > 0. Due to the first term, the active links at i are those with maximal ( c T~~)~.
We have performed extensive Monte Carlo simulations of system (4)-(6) and of related systems. In case Tij = 1, V i , j , i # j , i.e. when all bonds can be activated, and at low Gtemperature, the graph of dynamical bonds decomposes into small fully connected blocks, comprising preferably p + 1 cells. In the preferred spin configurations 5 is either + 1 or -1 in all the cells of a block. From now on, we shall restrict the discussion to particular, sparse, Tij graphs, at high 5-temperature.
Superimposed network patterns. Our aim will be now to show how different connectivity patterns can be stored in B and later retrieved. The system is thus similar to associative memory, except for the nature of the stored entities.
Let j z , B+ F be again a mapping assigning a feature type F(i) E F to each cell i in B. Examples of feature types are local oriented edges, grey levels, etc. In distinction to applications of associative memory (see above), features do not specify locations in the image plane. Only relative position is encoded. This is done with the help of the Jij-variables: features referring to neighbouring points i, j are linked ( Jij = l), whereas nonneighboring features are not linked (Jzj = 0). (A simple four-nearest-neighbours scheme may be used.) Different connection patterns Jij thius encode different images, since they correspond to different spatial arrangements of features.
A given image is stored in the system in the following way. The image is scanned to extract local features. For each occurrence of a local feature f a cell i E B is randomly (see below) picked such that F(i) = f. A connection pattern is then stored by setting Tij = 1 whenever the local features F(i) and 3 1 ) occur at neighbouring points in the image. Several patterns are stored by superimposing the corresponding Tiis. This superposition is formally described as follows.
Let the graph G = (V, E ) be a two-dimensional square lattice of points with links between closest neighbours. V is the set of vertices, or nodes, and E is the set of edges which are pairs of elements of V . 
T ; = (7)
The complete network is
Each of the connection patterns T" by itself has the structure of a two-dimensional Ising system. The superposition of several systems, M > 1, introduces additional interactions.
For a # @ , we require that any link ( i , j ) belonging to pattern a , i . e .
any ( i , j )~B such that (~c'&(i), ~l & ( j ) )
E E , be of long range in the topology of pattern p, that is d(AB(i), A&)) >> 1. (d is the graph-theoretical distance in G, i . e . the length of the shortest path between two vertices.) As we shall see below, this .mixing requirement. is crucial for the dynamics of the system. It can easily be achieved since there is considerable freedom in the choice of a mapping for any given image. Indeed, for any pair (i,j) E B such that
. Randomly choosing among the many possible mappings for a given image will ensure that the condition is almost always satisfied, provided the system is large enough.
The dynamics of the system with Hamiltonians ( 5 ) and (6) under constraints (4) as specified by (7) and (8) at a 0-temperature somewhat above the Curie point for the individual equivalent Ising systems and at zero J-temperature can be described in the following way. If, for some a, JtJ = TG V i , j and if the spin system is in thermodynamical equilibrium, then H(J) is minimal: (5) and (7) then describe exactly the two-dimensional Ising system, with the arrangement of cells induced by the mapping A2. In an Ising system above Curie temperature the spin-spin correlations (0, O,)t are positive and are a decreasing function of the distance d (A&(i); Jd2(j) ) within G. Thus, Jt7 = TG realizes a minimum of the energy (6) with p = 4: the yterm is zero, since J = T" realizes exactly 4 ingoing bonds to each cell; and the strongest spin correlations are precisely those corresponding to the active bonds (7) . All other bonds in T correspond to large distances in G under the mapping by virtue of the above mixing condition. These distances are larger than the correlation length in the a-Ising system with sufficiently high a-temperature.
We contend that the pure J-configurations just discussed are global minima, and that mixed configurations, i.e. configurations with active bonds belonging to several connection patterns T", have higher energy. Indeed, let us assume y is large enough so that the constraint on the number of inbonds is accurately enforced. In that case none of the connection patterns is complete in a mixed configuration. Instead, for each of the participating patterns alien connections appear which are of long range in the equivalent Ising system. This dilution of the participating Ising systems [19] leads to a reduction in the nearest-neighbour correlations which enter (6), thus increasing the energy of the J-system. In summary, the system behaves in a way analogous t o an associative memory model: different patterns-in this case connection patterns-an be stored and later retrieved. In order to retrieve one of the stored connection patterns, the system can be coupled to an input network A in such a way that the links in the connection pattern to be selected are reinforced by indirect couplings through A. The Information about the network that has been retrieved reaches other parts of the system in the form of correlations between the signals sent by cells in the network. These correlations, in turn, influence network dynamics in those other parts.
A system similar to the one described here, with superimposed connection patterns in the form of one-dimensional chains rather than 2 D Ising systems and with a physiologically more realistic formulation (graded membrane potentials, action potentials, refractory periods, etc.), has been simulated and described earlier [20] .
Conclusion. The system described by (4)- (8) shares with associative memory (1)-(3) the nice properties of nonlocal storage, fault tolerance and pattern completion. The main difference is that graphs instead of activity states are stored and retrieved [21]. Storage of graphs is restricted to those which permit co-operative interactions between bonds. Topologically structured graphs such as the Ising lattice may be the most important class of such graphs. The model, while retaining in its style discrete elements (neurons, spins), opens the window to issues related to continuous mathematics, e.g., invariance under continuous transformations of the input image.
In several respects the formulation of neurodynamics given here corresponds to a more natural interpretation of physiological data than the one inherent in the McCulloch and Pitts framework. Nervous signals recorded from cortical cells fluctuate on a fast time scale. This is not easily reconciled with the existence of stationary-activity states assumed in associative memory models (e.g., [9] ). The typical time scale of psychological processes is measured in large fractions of a second. This time scale is generally much longer than the autocorrelation time of single cells. On the other hand, the relative high 0-temperature used here agrees well with the observed fluctuations in single cell activity. The gap in time scales is bridged by our assumption that modifiable connections (JQ) are the relevant variables on the psychological time scale. Such rapid plasticity of synaptic strength is widely reported in the literature, e.g., [22] . The precise mode of control by the presynaptic and postsynaptic signals has yet to be determined. A possible mechanism for rapid plasticity has been discussed by CRICK [23] . The more recently discovered NMDA channels constitute another candidate mechanism [24] . Fast synaptic plasticity as a basis of short-term memory has been proposed before [4] . The y-term in (6) could be implemented with the help of inhibition which limits the number of simultaneously active cells.
The formulation (4)- (8) leaves some questions open. Rigorous proof that pure 7'"-states are the only global minima may require modification in the way correlations enter the Hamiltonian (6). The storage capacity of the system and the existence and structure of metastable states are other important unsolved issues. The present formulation contains the unrealistic requirement that binary correlations are determined with sufficient accuracy before a next J-move is done. This would need too much time. The problem may probably be solved by replacing, in (6), binary correlations with higher-order ones. This would also be more realistic from a biological point of view.
